sedak isomax: a Highlight of GPD

The Glass Performance Days in Tampere (Finland, 28th – 30th June) provide not only exclusive speeches but also a chosen circle of exhibitors of the industry. sedak (Gersthofen) uses the top-class event to present its new insulating glass product line “sedak isomax” on an international stage. With a Ug-value up to 0.23 W/m²K, thermal insulation can now be realized using only glass. At booth 93, the German specialist for oversize formats also offers an insight into innovative glass finishing capabilities and processing quality.

sedak presented the new product line „sedak isomax“ already in January at BAU 2017 and thus, emphasized its innovative glass competence for oversize premium insulating and safety glass. The double and triple units are available in 3.2m x 16.5m, dimensions typical of the glass manufacturer. The IGUs reach insulation values up to 0.23 W/m²K due to a vacuum insulation panel. They can be combined with any common façade system. Therefore, glass facades with minimal thermal loss can be realized easily.

In 2017, the Glass Performance Days celebrate their 25-year anniversary. The annual event brings together international industry experts. This time, it focuses on knowledge sharing between the experienced industry representatives and the younger specialist.

Further information:
on the Glass Performance Days: www.gpd.fi
on sedak isomax: www.sedak.com
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